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CRV Session Procedures Report (S/NF/SK) 
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IControl Number ' G' 
I 
Wate of Session 28Apr87 
I 
lDate of Report 28Apr87 
I 
ISource Identifier: 018 
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1. (SINF/SK) Tasking: Monitor granted access to ops officer "eyes 
only" packet on 24 April 87. Immediately prior to session, monitor 
reviewed packet and selected Sketch A, Area #3, 6th floor as the target. 
Area #2 was kept in mind as a secondary target. 

2. (SINF/SK) Session: No source PI. Monitor experienced the usual 
tribulation in attempting to get source to target but, as always, source 
did a fine Job after he acquired a good "lock on". After monitor was 
reasonably confident that this had ocurred, the source was cued with 
"FCD-l", then later, "Sketch A, Area #3, 5th floor" and then the 6th 
floor, which was the intended target. Whereas the source did not 
immediately produce what could be labeled as "substantive" data, 
monitor's confidence was not lessened; this is #018's style for the 
first hour of most sessions. In an attempt to nail down the target, 
monitor provided the source a copy of the site layout, (attached) 
pointing out the target location. Source seemed to appreciate this 
diagram and commenced describing the 6th floor in more concrete terms. 
Monitor "whipsawed" the source about rapidly from cue to cue (based upon 
reported data), so as not to allow AOL a chance to gain a foothold. 
(Source conceded that this tact was a good one). All-in-all, a good 
product. Monitor is confident that this source can be successfully 
walked area-to-area through the entire site with good results. Source 
could also follow up on any perceptions which might have more than a 
passing "utility assessment" significance. [Note: At the end of 
the session, monitor challenged source with a "dowsing" problem, to wit: 
"Show me on the diagram where the directors office is". Source response 
is outlined below.] 

3. (S/NF/SK) Summary: "FCD-1" was perceived as an enclosed/encased 
(as though in "lead") area in the corner of Area #3, but not touching 
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the outside walls. There are people at desks which are located between 
FCD-l and the outer corner walls of the building. One of the people 
here places what seems to be a film container into an envelope. The 
envelope is destined for what may be a library/archive. The object on 
the film has a diagram of a "corner-reflector-shaped" object the 
function of which is connected with ideas of: "increasing productivity, 
energetic, scooping/scraping/capturing--(AOL-wind foil, corner 
reflector, laser reflector). The actual object is located in a warm, 
dry climate in a place which has workmen and airplane sounds. (The 
"origin" of the film is connected to an AI of "Washington, DC). The 
photo of the object was taken by a very well-dressed, but disheveled 
man. A "director" is located in Area #2 but another (possibly higher) 
may have an office in Area #4. 

4. (S/NF/SK) Feedback: Source was informed that his dowsing was 
probably correct from the available information regarding site. No 
other feedback provided. 

SG1J 

CPT, USA 
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